
Wine List
Every effort has been made to accommodate all wine preferences, considering the trends in the wine industry that 
have offered us new and exciting vintages – but we have also kept some of our old favourites.

Introduction to our list
The secret to understanding wine is through lots of tasting as well as understanding the terroir. I personally 
believe that all the wines on our list are ready to drink. Much of my energy goes into finding and listing wines in 
the medium price range which are going to delight and surprise our guests. The core philosophy of the restaurant 
is that wine is simply an extension of the meal, enhancing your experience with us.

We hope this wine list meets your expectation and taste; and if you’re feeling adventurous enough to venture 
off-piste/track we are ready to act as your guide.

Please feel free to inquire anything regarding our wine list, with me.
Kind Regards

ANDRE TSHAMALA
SOMMELIER



South African Winegrowing Areas

Corkage by arrangement of special edition or limited vintage wines only.

All efforts are made to honour specified vintages at a time of print, please be advised that new vintages may 
arrive without prior notice and are priced accordingly. Updated wine list changes are carried out regularly.
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SOUTH AFRICAN WINE GROWING AREAS 

WINE OF ORIGIN 
Although winemaking in South Africa dates back over 300 years, it was only in 1972 that legislation was passed 
to recognise and protect the distinctive qualities that wine derives from certain areas, estates and grape varieties. 
Wine of origin stated on the wine list are not necessarily where the farm is situated, but rather where the grapes 
are sourced from. There are many proclaiming areas but the ones our wine list focusses on is Franschhoek Valley, 
Paarl, Robertson, Stellenbosch, Constantia, Darling, Tulbagh, Elim, Elgin, Hemel-en-Aarde Valley, Helderberg, 
Wellington and Swartland.

Franschhoek Valley
The Franschhoek Valley is a small but significant region, inland (to the west) of Stellenbosch. Surrounded by 
the Drakenstein Mountains, the wide variety of soils and relatively high rainfall permits production of a wide 
variety of wine styles. It’s a hotter region than Stellenbosch, and with its profusion of trendy restaurants it can 
rightfully claim to be the gourmet capital of the winelands. A district with 1 395 ha under vine, recognised for 
Cabernet Sauvignon and Sèmillon.

Paarl
Well known region north-west of Cape Town, and home to several leading producers, including Seidelberg, 
Ridgeback, Rhebokskloof, Glen Carlou and Backsberg. This district has many mesoclimates, soils and aspects, 
and thus succeeds with a variety of styles and grapes. Paarl proper is recognized for Shiraz and, more recently, 
Viognier and Mourvèdre grown on warmer slopes.

Robertson
Some 120 km east of Cape Town, next door to Worcester, this hot region is rather paradoxically best known for 
its whites. De Wetshof, Weltevrede and Graham Beck are among the leading producers here. Increasingly 
recognised for Shiraz and Cabernet Sauvignon. Chardonnay, Sauvignon Blanc and Sparkling remain stand-outs.

Stellenbosch
To many, this intensively farmed district is the wine capital of South Africa. Key contributors to quality are the 
cooler mountain slopes, varied soil types and breezes off False Bay which moderate summer temperatures.

Constantia
Premier viticultural ward on the eastern flank of the Cape Peninsula, cooled by south-easterly sea breezes.
Recognized for white generally, notably Sauvignon Blanc, Sèmillon and Muscat.

Darling
District encircling the eponymous West Coast town, best known for the wines from the higher lying ward, 
Groenekloof, long the source of top Sauvignon; growing reputation for reds, especially Shiraz.

Tulbagh
Inland district traditionally known for sparkling and lights whites, more recently for quality reds and serious 
white blends.

Elim
Maritime ward within the Cape Agulhas district, its 133 ha of vineyards are arrayed around the old mission 
village of Elim near Africa’s most southerly point.

Elgin
Cool upland district within the Cape South Coast region, yielding aromatic whites and elegant reds.

Hemel-en-Aarde Valley
Highly regarded maritime district south-east of Cape Town, recognised for Pinot Noir, Pinotage, Sauvignon 
Blanc and Chardonnay.

Swartland
Traditionally associated with full-bodied reds, but latterly also within Chenin and Mediterranean style red and 
white blends.

Corkage by arrangement of special edition or limited vintage wines only. All efforts are made to honour specified vintages at a time of print, please 
be advised that new vintages may arrive without prior notice and are priced accordingly. Updated wine list changes are carried out regularly.



INTERNATIONAL CHAMPAGNE
Champagne is a sparkling wine produced from grapes grown in the Champagne appellation of France 
following rules that demand secondary fermentation of the wine in the bottle to create carbonation. The primary 
grapes used in the production are Pinot Noir, Chardonnay and Pinot Meunier.

Laurent-Perrier Brut NV          1 900
Tours-sur-Marne, France
Laurent-Perrier’s dry style is reflected in this crisp, elegant and fine Champagne. Fresh, delicate citrus and white 
fruit aromas are followed by a yeasty, fruity palate with balanced crisp acidity. Delicate flavours make this a 
good match for lighter seafood dishes.

Mumm Brut NV           1 950
Reims, France
This Champagne is a brightly sparkling, light golden yellow liquid with an abundance of fine and elegant 
bubbles. A lively, fruit-driven bubbly with creamy and yeasty aromas that blend with baked pear aromas and 
flavours that a crisp and vibrant finishing with notes of toast and spice. An explosion of freshness in the mouth, 
followed by strong persistence.

Mumm Olympe Demi-Sec         2 000
Reims, France
Mumm Olympe is crafted predominantly from Pinot Meunier (60%), a highly aromatic grape variety that is 
valued for its intense fruitiness. It is completed with a subtle blend of Pinot Noir (30%) and Chardonnay (10%) 
as well as reserved wines to provide depth.  As an hedonistic wine, the roundness and fruitiness of Mumm 
Olympe make a perfect match for sweet and savory combinations as foie gras with figs, as well as blue cheeses.  

Mumm Olympe Demi-Sec         2 000
Reims, France
Mumm Olympe is crafted predominantly from Pinot Meunier (60%), a highly aromatic grape variety that is 
valued for its intense fruitiness. It is completed with a subtle blend of Pinot Noir (30%) and Chardonnay (10%) 
as well as reserved wines to provide depth.  As an hedonistic wine, the roundness and fruitiness of Mumm 
Olympe make a perfect match for sweet and savory combinations as foie gras with figs, as well as blue cheeses.  

Moët Et Chandon Brut Rosé NV         2050
Épernay, France
Jean-Remy Moët built the Trianon and Chandon hotels from 1805 onwards to host Napoleon and his numerous 
entourage. The palate is flamboyant and combines intensity and roundness, fleshy and juicy at first, then firm 
fruit stone, with a subtle herbal mint finish.

Perrier-Jouët Grand Brut          2 100
Épernay, France
Pale and sparkling yellow robe with a delicate and elegant well balanced striking freshness, it also has a floral 
and fruity fragrance giving away subtle notes of vanilla and butter. On the palate there is an ampleness and 
vivacity balance in the mouth developing in to a flavour of round and vinous elegance.

Moët & Chandon Nectar Imperial         2 100
Épernay, France
Nectar Imperial’s assemblage is built on the structure of Pinot Noir (40%-50%), Chardonnay (10%-20%) and 
Pinot Meunier (30%-40%). The use of 20%-30% of carefully selected reserve wines complete the assemblage and 
enhance its intensity, richness and consistency. Its yellow colour is sustained and nuanced with gold. Its aromas 
are generous and rich with tropical fruits (pineapple and mango) and stone fruits (Mirabelle plum and apricot), 
capped by nuances of grain (malt) and sweet spices (cinnamon and vanilla).

Veuve Cliquot Yellow Label          2 200
Reims, France
A Champagne from the fuller-bodied school, the bouquet is initially reminiscent of white fruits and raisins, then 
of vanilla and later of brioche. Note the fine balance between the fruity aromas coming from the grape varieties 
and the toasty aromas following the aging in the bottle. The palate has a freshness and forcefulness so typical of 
Yellow Label with a symphony of fruit tastes following on

Corkage by arrangement of special edition or limited vintage wines only. All efforts are made to honour specified vintages at a time of print, please 
be advised that new vintages may arrive without prior notice and are priced accordingly. Updated wine list changes are carried out regularly.



Mumm Olympe Rosé         2 600
Reims, France
Created by the renowned English designer Ross Lovegrove for Mumm Grand Cordon, the bottle of Mumm Olympe 
Rosé is a true technical feat.  Its slender neck lends to the aromatic development of the wine, and its harmonious lines 
are accentuated by the iconic red sash set directly in the glass. 

PROSECCO
Prosecco is an Italian wine made primarily with Glera grapes. Often considered similar to Champagne, Prosecco 
does not always have to be sparkling, and in addition to being made with different grapes, is also made using 
different wine making techniques when compared to Champagne. Well known for its lively fruit and floral 
notes, Prosecco also has flavours and aromas of vanilla and honeycomb.

Valdo Floral             480
Italy
Fresh and elegant with concentrated notes of raspberry and flowers. Fine perlage with a pleasant round, charming 
aromas of red and black berries.

Sartori Di Verona Brut           550
Treviso, North Italy
Straw-yellow colour with light green hues, delicate fruit bouquet, reminiscent of wild apples and acacia flowers, 
dry with subtle fruit and nut flavours.

Valdo Blanc De Blanc Prosecco         555
Italy
Its very fine and fruity aroma ranges from floral to green apple scents. With a persistent taste, it is bright 
and harmonious and has an agreeably sweet aftertaste.

LOCAL MÉTHODE CAP CLASSIQUE
Méthode Cap Classique denotes a South African sparkling wine using the traditional method of second fermentation 
in the bottle. It goes through a second fermentation in the bottle to create the sought after bubbles.

Steenberg Sauvignon Blanc         450
Constantia
The nose bursts with aromas of passion fruit, litchi, guava, pineapple, mango and green figs. The palate is fresh 
and fizzy with hints of pineapple and passion fruit and a long lingering aftertaste with a refreshing finish.

Boschendal Luxe Nextar NV         480
Western Cape
A flourish of delicate bubbles brings forth the decadent crème brûlée and almond Biscotti deliciousness, balanced 
with a soft explosion of lemon cream and orange peel to finish with vibrant freshness and length. Maturation 
on the lees provides a well-rounded creamy mouth-feel with detectable minerality, good balance and a seamless 
finish. Enjoy well chilled as a glamorous touch to any occasion

Gorgeous Sparkling           480
Western Cape
With the most alluring floral undertones, this exquisite sparkling rose delights with a palate of raspberry cream, 
juicy strawberries and nuances of spiced peach and delicate cherry blossom.

Simonsig Kaapse Vonkel          520
Western Cape
Fresh apple, white peach and citrus blossom entice on the nose. A refined palate shows bursts of lemon, stone 
fruits and raspberry with a hint of yeasty complexity.

Graham Beck Rosé NV           550
Western Cape
A lively mousse, but fine in the mouth, with subtle red berry flavours enlivened by bright acidity. Brisk, yet
delicate on the palate, bursting with flavours of freshly crushed berries and hints of oyster shell. Flirtatious and 
fun, yet elegant and structured, it’s perfect for all seasons and settings.

Graham Beck Brut NV         550
Western Cape
Light yeasty aromas, limey fresh fruit on the nose and rich creamy complexity on the palate. The exceptionally 
fine mousse contributes the freshness and finesse.



WHITE WINE
SAUVIGNON BLANC

Sauvignon Blanc is a green-skinned grape variety which is associated with eastern Loire regions, Bordeaux and 
New Zealand. They have a very intense, natural acidity, which makes them perfect partners to seafood dishes 
and most chicken recipes and cut the richness out of oily and buttery dishes.

Juliette by Old Road Wine Co.        350
Elgin
A lively wine, with crushed pineapple, bananas and soft tropical notes of white peaches and pear on the nose. A 
full mouthfeel with fresh green melon flavours that excite the senses, and lingering finish complete the drinking 
experience.

Bellingham Homestead         365
Walker Bay
Made reductively in order to maximise the fruit personality of the vintage, the 2016 shows more marked fruit 
aromatics than usual, while maintaining the typical Southern Right balance of Old World minerality and length 
with hints of New World palate coverage and body.

Bouchard Finlayson          450
Hemel-en-Aarde Valley
Now finished under screwcap to capture fresh vibrancy and minimize bottle variation, the wine shows tangy 
apple, fig and pineapple fruit flavours. An approachable nature and silky texture, with wet stone elements adding to 
overall complexity. 

Waterford Elgin           470
Elgin
he palate is finely textured with crisp fruit, fresh natural acidity, and a deceptively long finish of flavours. A wine 
showing the true expression of Elgin terroir on Sauvignon blanc.

Fryer’s Cove Bamboes Bay         650
Bamboes Bay
The palate shows a full lingering powerful combination of ripe Citrus, Stone fruit and Lemon Grass. The 
elegance it shows is backed by a succulent acid framework and subtle minerality.

Corkage by arrangement of special edition or limited vintage wines only. All efforts are made to honour specified vintages at a time of print, please 
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CHARDONNAY
Chardonnay originated in the Burgundy wine region of eastern France but is now grown wherever wine is produced. A 
complex grape that produces lights and feminine unwooded wines or equally complex, oaked and buttery ones.

Fleur Du Cap Chardonnay          350
Western Cape
A fruity, delicate wine created in medium-bodied style with well-balanced acidity for early enjoyment.

Boschendal 1685          380
The wine shows bright straw yellow colours with golden highlights and ample aromas in scents that recall tropical fruits 
and grapefruit, mingling with hints of oatmeal, caramel and nutmeg. Medium-bodied with richly complex flavours of 
fruit.

Lourensford The Dome          450
Western Cape
Ripe pineapple, melon and orange blossom flavours dominate on the nose, supported by hints of lemon cream, grapefruit 
and dried apricots. Flavours of white peach, cashew nuts and caramel linger on the pallet.

De Wetshof           450
Robertson, De Wetshof Estate
Rocky, gravelly mountain soils rich in limestone with a significant amount of clay to assist in the water-retention capacity 
helps the vines to develop fruit with strong citrus flavors and a characteristic nuttiness on the mid-palate and finish.

Waterford           550
Stellenbosch
A brilliant olive-green hue being characteristic of this single vineyard Chardonnay. The aromatics of this wine are driven 
by fresh peach pip, lime and a gentle influence from oak. 

Hamilton Russell Chardonnay         1600
Hemel-En-Aarde Valley
A tight, mineral wine with classic Hamilton Russell Vineyards length and complexity. Prominent pear and lime fruit 
aromas and flavours are brought beautifully into focus by a tight line of bright natural acid and a long, dry minerality.  

CHENIN BLANC
Chenin Blanc is a white wine grape variety from the Loire River Valley of France. It is the most widely planted variety in 
South Africa, and is also known as “Steen”. A full-bodied Chenin Blanc is delicious with spicy food. The aromas and fla-
vour notes of Chenin Blanc often include the descriptors of minerally, greengage, angelica and honey.

Le Courier by Old Road Wine Co.        300
Western Cape
Le Courier is an intricate Chenin Blanc with fresh and upfront apricot, peach, honey and floral aromas on the nose. More 
layers follow on the palate with soft vanilla, canned peaches and a lingering peardrop finish.

Boschendal Sommelier Selection         350
Coastal
Food and wine has been part of the day to day lives of South Africans for over 350 years. As part of our 330th anniversary 
at Boschendal we are very proud to introduce a new range of wines specifically made to be enjoyed with food. Bright green 
apple and melon flavours, unfolding into layers of citrus and mineral notes, finishing crisp and clean.

The Bernard Series Old Vine        550
Cape Town (Durbanville)
Fresh, mineral, good texture, length, fruit dense finish subtle oak integration. Stone fruit on the palate, melon, peach, green 
apple. 

Ken Forrester FMC          1900
Stellenbosch
The pinnacle of what we consider to be the finest expression of the grapes of this varietal – an icon Chenin, a challenge to 
the world! Rich, layered with dried apricot, vanilla and honey. 



PREMIUM WHITE BLENDS
Blending different wine varietals might just be the most creative part of being a winemaker. It’s the moment where you 
get a chance to exercise your skills at flavour balancing. The process of blending goes beyond just putting grape varieties 
together. Many winemakers go through a rigorous barrel selection process to identify the best tasting wines. A combination 
of grape varieties such as Viognier, Chardonnay and Chenin Blanc and have an elegant structure of flavours, including 
vanilla, apple and blackcurrant. The success of a blended wine is that it is easy to drink and keeps it elegance. In most cases, 
the goal is to create a wine that is greater than the sum of its parts.

Ashbourne Sauvignon Blanc / Chardonnay       320
Hemel-en-Aarde Valley
Fresh, vibrant, perfumed Sauvignon blanc, filled-out and enriched with a carefully judged unwooded Chardonnay component, 
make this a beautifully balanced and highly versatile wine. More than two decades of family experience have gone into 
this unique blend.

Boschendal Chardonnay Pinot Noir        320
Franschhoek
This Chardonnay/Pinot Noir surprises with elegance, richness and an enticing bouquet that promises fruit, complexity and 
subtle spices. Like all wines grown on Cabriere, beautifully balanced and ready to compliment food with distinctive length 
in flavour. The wine discreetly lingers on the palate.

Springfield Miss Lucy         350
Robertson
This unique blend of Sauvignon Blanc, Semillon and Pinot Gris bursts with citrus pamplemousse flavours and an ample 
mouth feel, yet remarkably moderate in alcohol.

RIESLING
Riesling is a white grape variety which originated in the Rhine region of Germany. Riesling is an aromatic grape variety 
displaying flowery, almost perfumed, aromas as well as high acidity. It is used to make dry, semi-sweet, sweet, and spar-
kling white wines. Riesling wines are usually varietal pure and are seldom oaked.

Hartenberg Riesling          340
Stellenbosch
The spicy richness on the nose gives way to a taut yet floral and fruity mid-palate that has both richness and complexity. 
The residual sugar is barely noticeable and if anything it contributes extra fullness and richness to the palate. This is a 
quality wine that offers great value and food pairing visibility.

PINOT GRIGIO
Pinot gris, pinot grigio or Grauburgunder is a white wine grape variety of the species Vitis vinifera. Thought to be a mutant 
clone of the pinot noir variety, it normally has a grayish-blue fruit, accounting for its name but the grapes can have a brownish 
pink to black and even white appearance.

Terra Del Capo Pinot Grigio         380
Western cape
 Attractive from the subtle  whiffs of lemon  and orange with succulent notes of freshly peach that swirl effortlessly  across 
the palate, finishing with a zest freshness.

Corkage by arrangement of special edition or limited vintage wines only. All efforts are made to honour specified vintages at a time of print, please 
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SÉMILLON
Sémillon is one of the Cape’s true heritage white varietals, with origins as early as the 17th century (when it became known 
as “Groendruif” which translates as “Green Grape”), the grape variety accounted for more than 90% of plantings in the 
first half of the 19th century. The best South African Sémillons have juicy fruit with often an ethereal-like citrus perfume, 
fine texture, herbal interest and manage to marry the intensity of flavour with finesse.

Steenberg Sémillon           565
Constantia
Aromas of nettle and lime greet you upon first inspection. Notes of orange blossom, naartjie rind, fresh apricot and pithy 
ruby grapefruit emerge with the first swirl. Elegantly structured, the wine is subtly unctuous whilst still displaying a nervy, 
stone-like minerality enhanced by a bright acidity.

VIOGNIER
Viognier wines are well known for their floral aromas, and terpenes, which are also found in Muscat and Riesling wines. 
There are also many other powerful flower and fruit aromas which can be perceived in these wines depending on where 
they were grown, the weather conditions and how old the vines were. Although some of these wines, especially those from 
old vines and the late-harvest wines, are suitable for aging, most are intended to be consumed young.

Lourensford           550
Somerset West
The wine is perfumed with wonderful exotic aromas of jasmine, lavender, grapefruit, hints dried apricot and white peach 
that balms the air. The pallet is filled with quince flavours complemented with hints of creamy lemon butter, nutmeg, 
ginger and vanilla. The wine has a flinty mineral finish and well balanced linear acidity.

GEWÜRZTRAMINER
Gewürztraminer is an aromatic wine grape variety, used in white wines, and performs best in cooler climates. Gewürz-
traminer is a variety with a pink to red skin colour, which makes it a “white wine grape” as opposed to the blue to black-
skinned varieties commonly referred to as “red wine grapes”. The variety has high natural sugar and the wines are white 
and usually off-dry, with a flamboyant bouquet of lychees. Gewürztraminer and lychees share the same aroma com-
pounds. Dry Gewürztraminers may also have aromas of roses, passion fruit and floral notes.

Simonsig      290
Stellenbosch
Expressive aromas of Turkish Delight, fresh litchi and yellow peach entice on the nose. These aromas are well complimented 
by layers of apple nectar, grape and candied lemons on the palate. 

BLANC DE NOIR
The French term meaning “white wine from red grapes.” In particular, the phrase Blanc de Noir is used with those Cham-
pagnes, and other sparkling wines that are made entirely from the Pinot Noir grape. Blanc de Noirs are produced by 
quickly removing the skins from the juice after the grapes have been pressed.

Boschendal Classic          270
Franschhoek
Distinctive salmon, almost copper-like colour. On the nose the Boschendal Blanc de Noir wine displays aromas of fresh 
strawberries and red fruit.

Corkage by arrangement of special edition or limited vintage wines only. All efforts are made to honour specified vintages at a time of print, please 
be advised that new vintages may arrive without prior notice and are priced accordingly. Updated wine list changes are carried out regularly.



ROSÉ
Rosé is a type of wine that incorporates some of the colour from the grape skins, but not enough to qualify it as a red wine. 
Rosé wines are made from a wide variety of grapes and can be found all around the globe.

Allesverloren Tinta Rose          240
Swartland
Fresh raspberries and strawberries on the palate, with a hint of vanilla. Exhibiting a perfect sugar / acidity balance, it has a 
lingering aftertaste.

De Grendel            320
Stellenbosch
Pale rose gold in colour, with a pronounced bouquet of watermelon, raspberry coulis and passion fruit. The palate is dry 
with a medium acidity, packed with red berry flavours, floral undertones and a crisp citrus tail.

Babylonstoren           375
Paarl
An elegant dry wine of a sophisticated salmon colour and delicious hints of raspberries and rose petals. A sip leads to a 
delightful discovery of creamy strawberry yoghurt, the sweet airiness of candy-floss and a subtle punch of acidity.

Perrier Jouët Blason          2750
France
 It has aromas of pomegranates, pears, apricots, blood oranges, the fragrances of mature red fruits, a juicy and generous 
blend that gives way to notes of biscuit, butter and pastries

PINOT NOIR
Pinot Noir is a red wine grape variety of the species Vitis vinifera. The name may also refer to wines created predominantly 
from pinot noir grapes. The name is derived from the French words for pine and black. The pine alluding to the grape variety 
having tightly clustered, pine cone-shaped bunches of fruit. Pinot Noir creates a lasting impression on the palate and in 
the memory, it has a soft, velvety texture, it is like liquid silk, gently caressing the palate. Its aroma is often one of the most 
complex of all varietals and can be intense with a ripe-grape or black cherry aroma, frequently accented by a pronounced 
spiciness that suggests cinnamon, sassafras, or mint.

Elgin by Old Road Wine Co.        320
Elgin
This wine mesmerizes with layered red fruit like strawberry and cherry, wildflowers, spice, an earthy minerality and long,
succulent finish. It

David Finlayson Edgebaston Pinot Noir        400
Western Cape 
A fresh, modern, New World style with a nod to the complexity of Burgundy. This Pinot Noir shows ripe, fresh Raspberry, 
Strawberry and Vanilla notes on the nose. The palate has a touch of minerality and earthiness layered below the fresh, clean 
fruit.

Lourensford The Dome         450
Somerset West
The wine is crisp and refreshing with red cherry, raspberry and cranberry flavours. The fruity flavours from the nose 
follow through to the juicy palate. The wine has a refreshing acidity and a savoury elegance on the finish.

Ghost Corner           550
Cederberg
A beautifully crafted Pinot Noir with prominent red fruit of ripe cherries and sweet raspberries with an undertone of 
earthy, mushroom nuances. A silky palate with berries and delicate oak components following through.
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RED WINE
PINOTAGE

Pinotage is a red wine grape that is South Africa’s signature variety. A 1920’s cross between Pinot Noir and Cinsault (also known 
as Hermitage). It typically produces deep red variety wines with smoky, bramble and earthy flavours, sometimes with notes of 
bananas and tropical fruit. The majority of the world’s plantings of Pinotage is found in South Africa, where it makes up just 6% 
of the vineyard area but is considered a symbol of the country’s distinctive winemaking traditions. It is a required component 
(30-70%) in “Cape blends”. Here it is made into the full range of styles, from easy-drinking quaffing wine and Rosé to barrel-aged 
wine intended for cellaring. It is also made into a fortified ‘Port wine’ style, and even a red sparkling wine. The latest and fastest 
growing trend is the production of coffee styled Pinotage. The grape is very dependent on the skill and style of winemaking, with 
well-made examples having the potential to produce deep coloured, fruity wines that can be accessible early as well as age.

Backsberg             270
Coastal Region
Ripe cherry, coffee bean and sweet strawberry flavours are complimented by subtle undertones of dried herbs. This Pinotage 
has a juicy mouth-feel with supple, sweet tannins. 

Kanonkop Kadette          350
Stellenbosch
Autumnal, juicy dark fruit is complemented by an enticing savoury character with just a hint of underlying sweetness.  

Rijks Touch of Oak          580
Tulbagh
Dark, red coloured. Fruity nose, with aromas of strawberry, plum and cherries present. These red fruit aromas carry through 
onto a fruit driven palate, supported by underlying layers of soft tannin. Gentle presence of oak on the nose and palate.

Schalk Burger & Sons Welbedacht        750
Wellington
There is a fusion of freshly picked red berries, showing intense cherry raspberry with aromas of oak, vanilla coca and smoked 
meat on the palate it is rich and delightful with lingering sensation on cherry dark chocolate, cinnamon and black pepper.

The Bernard Series Bush Vine         800
Hemel-en-Aarde Valley
Full ripeness and the longer hang-time afforded by cooler sites, combined with the complex, more classic fruit aromas 
and structure resulting from clay-rich soil, make this wine a highly individual expression of South Africa’s unique grape variety.

MERLOT
Merlot is a dark blue coloured wine grape variety that is used as both a blending grape and for varietal wines. The name Merlot is 
thought to be a diminutive of merle, the French name for the blackbird, probably a reference to the colour of the grape. Its softness 
and “fleshiness”, combined with its earlier ripening, makes Merlot a popular grape for blending with the sterner, later-ripening 
Cabernet Sauvignon, which tends to be higher in tannin. The classic Merlot grape originated from the Bordeaux region of France. 
It typically produces a soft, medium-bodied red wine with juicy fruit flavours. A range of fresh flavours such as plums, cherries, 
blueberries and blackberries mixed with cocoa and black pepper tones, often dominate this type ofred wine.

Anthonij Rupert Protea           320
Darling
Expressive black fruit aromas of plum, mulberry and cherry with a light brush of spice. The wine is softly textured, gentle and 
velvety throughout on the palate. Abundant rich flavours of plum and black cherry give way to a deeper liquorice note.

Franschhoek Cellar           350
Western Cape
This Merlot pays homage to this French ancestry at the heart of the valley. Bright ruby red with attractive of plum and black 
cherry aromas tinged with herbal tea, liquorice and gentle oak spice. 

Durbanville Hills Collectors Reserve       450
Coastal
Full bodied wine that boasts sweet ripe fruit and velvety tannins with cedar wood that images on after taste.

Vergelegen Reserve          1100
Somerset West
Ripe plum colour with a ruby rim. The nose shows ripe fruit flavours, spice and a touch of chocolate. The ripeness of the 
fruit is balanced by fresh fruit and soft wood/fruit tannins. The aftertaste is long and lasting. 



CABERNET SAUVIGNON
Adaptable and internationally planted black grape making some of the world’s finest and longest-lasting wines. Cabernet 
Sauvignon is one of the world’s most widely recognized red wine grape varieties. It origins are in Bordeaux where it has 
been successfully blended to produce some of the finest red wines ever bottled. Cabernet produces rich, full-bodied red 
wine which should be enjoyed with equally rich, full-bodied foods.

Roxton Black by Brampton         350
Stellenbosch
The palate expresses the vintage by bringing together the masculine firmness and length of the Cabernet Sauvignon with 
a juicy fruit core. A seamless integration of oak spice and oak tannin entwined with the Cabernet’s masculinity adds real 
depth and complexity to the wine.

Tokara            450
Stellenbosch
The nose has heady aromas of dark fruits, cocoa and cedar. The wine is intensely concentrated on the palate with brooding 
flavours of cocoa, dark briary fruits with a hint of savoury saltiness on the mid-palate. The wine finishes with stunning dry 
textured tannins and balanced acidity.

Boschendal Stellenbosch         580
Stellenbosch
The deep, dark ruby colour of this wine offers a promising glint of the intrigue that awaits inside the glass. Aromas of ripe 
black cherry and cassis, pencil shavings, cigar box accents and spice make an enticing entry, and linger onto the palate, 
where chalky tannins and a rich, textured mouthfeel also become noticeable.

Waterford Estate           950
Stellenbosch
Cedar wood, lead pencil and cassis with tinges of white chalk, a classic Cabernet Sauvignon from what will be classic 
vintage.

Boekenhoutskloof             1100
Stellenbosch
A refined, complex nose offers aromas of cassis, dark berry fruit, pencil shavings and whiffs of spicy tobacco. Fine-grained 
powdery tannins are juxtaposed against both black and red berry fruit, hints of thyme and graphite and a vibrant acidity 
on the mid-palate.

SHIRAZ
Syrah or Shiraz is a dark-skinned grape grown throughout the world. Shiraz is the South African name for the Syrah grape, 
possibly Persian origin. South Africa makes Syrah in all of its major growing regions. The most elegant wines come from 
Elgin, Constantia, Cederberg, Malgas and Cape Agulhas, but don’t write off the richer styles produced in Stellenbosch, 
Paarl, Wellington, Franschhoek, Tulbagh and the Swartland.

Bellingham Homestead         350
Paarl
The Shiraz has an intense dark ruby red colour with flavours of plums, blackcurrants and pepper with hints of dark chocolate 
and mixed spice. On the palate, it boasts with blackberry fruits, violets and black pepper.

Pepperwind Limited Release Syrah       650
Franschhoek
An intense wine with layered ripe berries, natural spice and exceptional structure. It is characterised by an excellent balance 
between bright, juicy fruit and integrated, spicy oak, with a coated acidity and earthy minerality. This makes for excellent 
structure, with a finish that is moreish and refreshing.

Waterford Kevin Arnold         660
Stellenbosch
The palate is generous and rich with well textured and sturdy tannins which will add many years to the ageing ability. The 
wine finishes with a cooler feel than expected, with the ocean influence maintaining a great natural acidity.

Saronsberg            720
Tulbagh
The wine has a deep, dark purple colour with succulent ripe fruit flavours, both dark and red are supported with scents of 
violets and delicate spice. The mouth-feel has depth and clarity of fruit with integrated oak flavours. Finely crafted tannins 
and a beautiful layered fruit infused finish.



RED BLENDS
Wine blends offer more complexity than single varietal wines. In fact, some of the world’s greatest wines are made from a 
blend of grapes rather than a single varietal.

Roxton by Brampton         320
Coastal
The Petit Verdot contributes to the muscular structure of the wine while the Shiraz adds a distinctive flavour to the mid-palate. 
The Malbec add bright berry fruit. This wine displays delicious dark black cherries with dark chocolate and spice on the 
mid-palate and a lingering finish.

The Butcher and Cleaver by Old Wine Road Co.       400
Agter Paarl
A big, bold and beautifully expressive wine with robust flavours of dark red and blackberry fruit, and cigar box flavours 
with cinnamon spiciness on the nose. A great accompaniment to grilled beef, mutton or venison. In fact, it’s a must for 
meat.

De Toren La Jennuesse Delicate NV        420
Stellenbosch
This is a lighter style of red wine, it has notes of berries, is not heavy and is low in tannins. This wine is best served chilled.

Boschendal Nicolas          495
Stellenbosch
It is a wine with an excellent concentration of fruit, with prominent mulberry and plum flavours, as well as ripe black fruit 
such as blueberry and blackcurrant integrated with oak spice tobacco and cedar oak giving you a cigar box finish. The 
tannis are well integrated, fresh and chalky, with a rich, smooth mouthfeel and presistent spicy finish.

DESSERT WINE
Dessert wines can be made with grapes that have a high sugar level or brix at harvest, they can be made through adding 
sugar during the winemaking process, a process known as chaptalisation, or through fortifying. Dessert wines are typically 
paired with foods that are less sweet than the wine, or they can be enjoyed on the own.

Vergelegen Straw Wine         85 per 75ml
Vergelegen’s Korhaan and Niel-Suid Vineyards
Ripe, tropical fruit abounds on the nose but the wine does not become dull and uninteresting due to marvellous acidity 
and freshness on the palate



FORTIFIED WINE
Adaptable and internationally planted black grape making some of the world’s finest and longest-lasting wines. Cabernet 
Distilled alcohol (brandy spirit or wine spirit) are added to natural wine. Thereby the alcohol content increases. Fortified 
wine is a wine to which a distilled spirit, usually brandy, is added. Many different styles of fortified wine have been developed, 
including Port, Sherry, Madeira, Marsala, Commandaria wine, and the aromatised wine Vermouth.

PORT

Boplaas Cape White NV         65 per 60 ml
Klein Karoo
Strangely, made from Chardonnay, for those who prefer a lighter styled after dinner digestif.

Allesverloren Fine Old Vintage        75 per 60 ml
Swartland
Much loved Swartland producer, Allesverloren, makes a port-style wine that is toasty, with nutty and raisined berry 
undertones. A creamily soft finish exhibits a lingering Christmas pudding finish.

SHERRY

Monis Full Cream Sherry         45 per 60 ml
Stellenbosch
The sweet, full cream style, is generously smooth and rich and nutty, making it a good after dinner choice. All three styles 
can be enjoyed as an end to a meal, on its own or with a fine cigar.

Monis Medium Cream Sherry        65 per 60 ml
Stellenbosch
Mellow and smooth, with a hint of sweetness and a silky character. Have as an apéritif or digestif.
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SOUTH AFRICAN POTSTILL BRANDY

Boschendal 10 Year Old Potstill        65 per 25 ml
Western Cape
Deep Amber in colour with complex dried peaches and spice on the nose. It is full bodied with a slightly sweet fruity aftertaste. 
Double distilled in pot stills, aged in small oak barrels for a minimum period of 10 years.

Tokara 5 Year Potstill         75 per 25 ml
Stellenbosch
Five years of maturation in barrel imparts an array of complex aromas and flavours, which are lifted by the vapour of fine, 
pure spirit, followed by warm, savoury, sweet flavours of almond and apricot.

DIGESTIVES
Hennessey V.S.O.P                      225 per 25 ml
Paarl
Double-distilled and matured in oak for 20 years, with an alcohol strength of 38%. This brandy regularly receives interna-
tional awards for its well-developed, full-bodied nutty flavours and complex, mellow aftertaste.

Hennessey XO                      250 per 25 ml
Paarl
Double-distilled and matured in oak for 20 years, with an alcohol strength of 38%. This brandy regularly receives international 
awards for its well-developed, full-bodied nutty flavours and complex, mellow aftertaste.
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SOMMELIER SELECTION
The Last Elephant          685
Stellenbosch
The wine mesmerises with a beautiful ruby colour, and first impression of berry and plum aromas layered with winter 
spice and roast cacao bean complexity. The entry is smooth and rich leading to sumptuous ripe mulberry, black cherry 
and cassis flavours etched with black pepper and oak spice on the palate. The finish is long and moreish, with tremendous 
texture and lingering fruit concentration. 

Seriously Old Dirty by Vilafonté        695
South Africa
This intense scrutiny, carried through to our blending process in the cellar results in certain barrels not fully utilized in the 
individual iconic Series wines.  Our second label called Seriously Old Dirt is a wine named after our ancient vilafontes soils 
in which our vines have been growing for almost two decades.

Optima           700
Franschhoek
The seduction continues in the mouth: cassis, blueberry, violet, touches of cedar, cocoa and tobacco leaf. The palate is soft 
and spicy with a velvety texture and powdery fine tannins. It is simultaneously rich, rounded and refined, softly appealing 
and structured from sympa-thetic oaking which is harmoniously integrated. Rewarding and long on the finish. 

Boschendal Black Angus           785
Stellenbosch
The wine mesmerises with a beautiful ruby colour, and first impression of berry and plum aromas layered with winter 
spice and roast cacao bean complexity. The entry is smooth and rich leading to sumptuous ripe mulberry, black cherry 
and cassis flavours etched with black pepper and oak spice on the palate. The finish is long and moreish, with tremendous 
texture and lingering fruit concentration.

The High Road Directors Reserve         1080
Stellenbosch
Rich and lavish in flavour and character with plum, cassis, old leather and dried herb flavours. Plush, generous and opulent 
with well-managed oak-aging. 

Babylonstoren Nebukadnesar         1260
Paarl
Superbly crafted with a good balance of vibrant multi-layered dark red fruits supported by tight, well-honed tannins. 
Handles the oak effortlessly. Opulent yet sophisticated with a long, compelling finish.

De Toren Z           1495
Stellenbosch
This soft, approachable ruby-hued beauty is a true testament to vines lovingly reared and winemaking raised to an art 
form. A Right Bank-style Bordeaux blend, De Toren Z comprises a symphonic blend of five Bordeaux varietals. You’ll find 
it tantalizingly soft on the tongue, with a hint of aniseed, liquorice, raspberry and cranberries lending a fresh acidity to its 
polished finish

Vilafonte Series M           1900
Paarl
There are two Ms in the blend here – dominant Malbec and Merlot – with some Cabernet Sauvignon too. The cooler 
vintage has produced a wine  with more freshness than  can be here. Smooth , polished and aromatic, its stylishly oaked, 
complexed and finished with black fig, violet and graphite notes and a long tapering finish.



WINE BY THE GLASS
Champagne and MCC
Gorgeous Sparkling           95
GH Mumm Brut NV           155
GH Mumm Rosé NV          165

Sauvignon Blanc
Juliette by Old Road Wine Co.        70

Chardonnay
Fleur Du Cap          80

Chenin Blanc
Le Courier by Old Road Wine Co.        70

White Blends
Boschendal Chardonnay Pinot Noir        85

Rosé
De Grandel           70

Pinot Noir 
Elgin Pinot Noir by Old Road Wine Co.       90

Pinotage
Boschendal Sommelier Selection        80
Backsberg Pinotage           85

Merlot
Anthonij Rupert Protea          85

Cabernet Sauvignon
Roxton Black by Brampton         85

Shiraz
Bellingham Homestead      85

Red Blends
Roxton by Brampton          90
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